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Soviets Accuse U.S.· of Spying
(UPI)- The Soviet Union said
Monday the South Korean airliner it
shot down. formed part of an elaborate U.S. intelligence mission involving a spy satellite, reconnaissance planes, warships anq ground
tracking stations.
Soviet Air Force Marshal Pyotr
Kirsanov said an analysis of the orbit
of an American Feiret-D satellite in
relation to the flight path of the Korean plane showed the Americans
were seeking "as full information as
possible about the Soviet antiaircraft defense system in the Far
East.''
Kirsanov, writing in Tuesday's
edition of the Communist Party
newspaper Pravda, said Washington bore the responsibility for the
destruction of the Korean Air Lines
Boeing 747 by Soviet fighters and
the loss of 269 lives.
The new charges, Moscow's most
detailed justification for downing
the airliner Sept. 1 , coincided with
an intensified Soviet search for the
plane's "black box" flight recorders.
A Japanese Maritime Safety
Agency official in Wakkanai in
northern Japan said two more Russian underwater vessels were

brought into the 8.-milewide search the first stage of the flight of the
area 20 miles north of the tiny Soviet intruder plane,'' said a pr~view of
island of Moneran,
the article carried by the Novosti
He said an American P3-C anti- news agency.
submarine surveillance plan was
The second orbit of the Ferret
sent aloft shortly afterward to moni- satellite· came "exactly when the
tor the search.
South Korean plane intruded into
The focus of the search are the Soviet air space, (when) it was over
so-called black boxes, an electronic the Kamchatka area."
recording system that may explain
''That was the time when the
why the Korean plane veered far off second phase of the plane's spying
course on its flight from New York flight over Soviet strategic facilities
to Seoul after a stopover in in the southern part of Kamchatka
Anchorage.
began."
"In order to synchronize the
Finally, the article said, "there
flight of the South Korean airlines was an absolute coincidence in time
747 with this U.S. spy satellite, the between Ferret's next loop and the
plane's departure from Anchorage, )ast, third phase of the Boeing's
Alaska, was delayed for 40 mi- flight over Sakhalin," where it was
nutes," Kirsanov said.
·
shot down by a Soviet SU-15 interHe said the Ferret-D satellite pas- ceptor firing air-to-air missiles.
sed over the Kamchatka-Sakhalin
During this time, the article said,
region three times as flight 007 flew the Ferret "recorded the work of all
deeper into Soviet air space.
additionally switched-on electronic
''The satellite had the opportunity devices of our anti-aircraft defense
right before the South Korean system in Sakhalin, the Kurile Isplane's intrusion into Soviet air lands and maritime territory."
It said a whole reconnaissance
space to hear the Soviet radio electronic systems in the Chukchi penin- complex was employed by the Unsula and Kamshatka that worked in ited States the night of the fatal
their routine on-combat duty mode, flight, including "~the Boeing 747,
and clarify their whereabouts and fitted out with appropriate electronic
the level of activity, thus assuring equipment."
Alcxan~ria

Ex-ASUNM Officer Considers Running
For Re-election To Senate Position

Hannah Mayne demonstrates how to fend off a wouldbe assailant, Scott Walker, during a self-defense demonstration Monday on the mall.

Meeting Scheduled

By Steve Shoup
A former Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico senator and attorney general said she is
''seriously considering'' running for
re-election in the upcoming special
senate election scheduled for Sept.
30.
Devin Warwick was originally
elected to the senate in November
1982. She resigned in August to take
a position as ASUNM attorney
general and was fired by ASUNM
President Dan Serrano last week.
Warwick said she would like to
see ASUNM work on "positive legislation,'' such as clarifying the sys-

Devin Wai'Wick

tern of checks and balances in the
ASUNM constitution. The senate
shouJd also have final say on presidential appointments, Warwick By Steve Shoup
said.
"I think we need some justice in
Students will hl)Ve an opportunity .
our Legislature,'' she said.
to learn about and get involved in the
Warwick said Serrano did not fol- New Mexico Public Interest Relow proper procedures in removing search Group at its general interest
her as attorney general and said she meeting Wednesday.
NMPIRG Adminstrative Director
will be filing a complaint with the
student employment grievances Keith Moheban said the meeting, to
office about her removal. The attor- be held at 7:30p.m. in Mitchell Hall
ney general's post should be an Room 211 will be ''an excellent way
for students to Jearn about NMPIRG
elected office, she added.
Serrano is expected to announce and about the people involved in the
his appointment for a new attorney organization."
Those attending the meeting can
general today.
make suggestions and discuss current NMPIRG projects. The six
main projects currently underway
include a grocery price survey, publication of "A Woman's Guide to

Reagan Touts Appointments
WASHINGTON (UPI) President Reagan, who spent
last week courting Hispanics,
switched political gears Monday,
challenging critics to stop "talking in generalities" and examine
his record of placing women in
top government posts.
Reagan marked the I Oth
anniversary of Executive Women
in Government; a group of
women in top federal posts, with
a Rose Garden ceremony that
provided a forum to tout his record on appointments and take
aim at the "gender gap."
"Women· are in top policy and
decision-making positions
throughout the executi'le branch,
yet they are by .and large ignored
by those who are claiming our
record is not up to par," he said.
· ''Weill we've appninted more
women to significant positions
than any other administration.''
The White House issued a
compilation of names and numbers last week to bolster
Reagan's contention that he has
named a record number nf

King

women - more than l ,200 ~
to executive-level positions.
The sante report showed women
held a smaller percentage of
federal appointments at midpoint
in his tenn than at a comparable
time in the Carter administration.
before the ceremony, Reagan
named Nan R. Huhn to the Superior Court of the District of
Columbia. His nomination of
women to U.S. judgeships has
lagged behind President Carter's.
But .Reagan urged women to
look beyond the numbers. Noting
he nominated the first woman to
the Supreme Court and three
others to Cabinet-rank posts,
Reagan insisted women have
greater responsibility for policy
than ever before.
"Much has been said about
women in general and in our
administration," .Reagan said.
:•1 just Wish that those who are
doing all the talking would focus
more on the ·many topnotch
women in the administration, instead of talking in generalities.''
After a flurry of Hispanic

events last week that made clear
White House political strategy
for 1984, Reagan's remarks
Monday kicked off what might
be called "Women's Week'' in
the administration.
As he played host at the White
House, the Justice Department
announced creation of a task
force on family violence, a recent
cause celebre to many women
activists. The accent on women
continues Thursday, when
Reagan attends a White House
luncheon for businesswomen.
Reagan has attributed his poli~
tical problems with women to
"misunderstanding" of his policies and a negative perception
sparked by feminists with Democratic leanings.
While the administration has
undertaken an all•out effort to
narrow this gender gap, Reagan
insisted the women in his administration •'are in positions of authority not because of some artificial quotas, but because they are
capable, committed and responsible individuals.''

the Workplace: A Self-Help Manual
for New Mexican Women," development of a student survey on
federal funding priorities, publication of a consumer issues column in
the New Mexico Daily Lobo, publication of a current events newsletter and continuation of the landlord!
tenant program.
The foundations and history of
NMPIRG and other PIRGs across
the country will also be discussed.
About 30 people are expected to
attend the meeting 1 Moheban said.
A recruitment drive earlier this
semester netted some 300 names and
telephone numbers of people interested in NMPIRG. Of those, about 75 are expected to be active
members, he said.

Student Runs for Mayor
SUNLAND PARK (UPI)David Martinez, a 24-year-old student at New Mexico State University, is expected to become the first
mayor of Sunland Park when polls
close at 7 p.m. today, election officials said.
Martinez is unopposed in the new
city's first election.
The town, which has a population
of about 5,000, is located immediately west of the El Paso 1

Texas, city limits and 50 miles south
of Las Cruces. Residents voted last
July to incorporate four communities to fonn the new town.

Snafu
The New Mexico Daily Lobo
Monday incorrectly identified Alan
Reed as·associate dean of graduate
studies. Peter Ciurczak has been
associate dean since July.

INSIDE
FAIR INTERESTS:
See Page 6

CLUB REVIEW:
See Page 9

LIBERTY KNOTS:
See Page 10
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United Press International
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U.S. Warships Bombard, Support Lebanese Army
BEIRUT, Lebanon- U.S,
warships, fighting for the first time
in direct support of the Lebanese
anny, unleashed hundreds of rounds
of fire Monday to prevent u Syrianbacked drive from routing Lebanese
troops in a key town.
It was the biggest U.S. naval action since the Vietnam war.
Although the Stute Department
called the naval bombardment "defensive," it marked a sharp escalation from the initial American policy
of going into action only when artillery was directed at Marine
peacekeepers.
The Lebanese army said in an
evening bulletin that the naval firepower was effective and helped be-

Jeagucred troops "inflict heavy losses'' on the Druze Moslem
attackers,
Government troops, who have
been guarding the Shouf Mountain
town of Souk el Oharb for three
weeks, repelled three onslaughts in
five hours and continued control of
the town, the anny said.
The town, 8 miles southeast of
Beirut, controls the only routes into
Beirut and has become the government's major defense line guarding
the capital.
If the rebels had captured the
town, it would have put their artillery within range of greater Beirut
and the Marine contingent of the

multinqtional peacekeeping force.
The rebels, in a statement from
the political party of Druze warlord
Walid Jumblatt in Damascus, retracted a claim that its forces had
entered the town and said it only
"captured a strategic hill.''
The statement claimed Druze
gunmen, however, shot down a
Lebanese jet fighter over the northern Shouf and killed a Lebanese
army battalion commander who
tried to advance the army position to
Eitat, a mile west of Souk el Gharb.
State-run Beirut radio said the lost
plane was a reconnaissance craft not one of its three jet fighters.

''The naval gunfire support from
the USS Virginia and the USS John
Rodgers was conducted on military
targets threatening the Lebanese
Armed Forces defense of Souk El
Gharb," a U.S. statement said.
The Virginia, a II ,000-ton nuclear-powered guided missile cruiser,
and the John Rodgers, a 7,800-ton
destroyer, pounded mountain positions and supply routes starting about 8 miles from Beirut with rounds
from their 5-inch guns through the
afternoon.
In an interview in Newsweek
magazine, President Reagan acknowledged the Marines in Lebanon

are in danger but said congressional
debate on setting a date for their
withdrawal was giving "aid and
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comfort" to Syria.
"There is no question but that
there is danger but then this had to be
anticipated in the very sending in of
the multinational force,'' Reagan
said.
The Soviet Union ''resolutely
condemned'' U.S. action in Lebanon, with the official news agency
Tass warning that ''the American
administration will not escape responsibility for the crimes perpetrated against the Lebanese,''

Gromyko Landing Prevented
• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays"
Call and
Compare
Our Prices

265-3828
4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomos Blvd. at Washington

Close

to

UNM

MOSCOW- The Soviet Union accused the Un- of nonnal conditions for the work of the Soviet delegaited States Monday of preventing Foreign Minister tion .• ,
Andrei Gromyko from attending the opening of the
By forbidding Gromyko to land at Kennedy or
U.N. General Assembly where he was to present ''ex- Newark airports the United States was proving itself
plicit" Soviet peace proposals.
unsuitable as headquarters for the United Nations,
Tass
said.
The official news agency Tass said the 38th General
The
news agency said delegates were now wonderAssembly opens Tuesday "in an atmosphere of antiSoviet hysteria stirred up by Washington over a pro- ing if it was proper that "the U.N. headquarters be
vacation involving a plane, which intruded into the air situated in a country which does not honor its obligations and does not ensure the necessury conditions to
space of the U.S.S.R."
foreign representatives for their work at this organizaIn line with previous government statements, the tion.u
Tass dispatch omitted the fact that all 2(i9 people
Althougl1 the Soviet Union "is going to the session
aboard were killed when Soviet warplanes shot down a with a clear-cut and explicit peace program, it has long
KorcanAir Lines Boeing 747 passenger plane Septem- become a tradition with the United States to have no
ber I.
positive ideas and disarmament proposals in its baggage,"
Tass said.
Responding to the attack, the governors of New
Instead,
the United States is whipping up anti·
York and New Jersey refused to grant landing rights at
commercial airports to the Aeroflot plane that would Soviet hysteria •'aimed at diverting the attention of the
international public from the vital tasks of mankind
have flown Gromyko to the U,N. session.
and thus making it easier for the United States and
The State Department said Gromyko could land at a NATO to realize their militaristic plans," Tass said.
U.S. military airportifhe used a military flight. MosTass said the Reagan administration was "gripped
cow rejected the offer Saturday.
by military psychosis" which has Jed to an escalation
Tass said Washington ''made impossible the arrival ofits anti-Soviet campaign.
at the session of the .head of the Soviet delegation,
"Soviet peace initiatives dominate the Jist of disAndrei Gromyko,"
armament issues which have been submitted tor the
It said the landing ban was part of the Reagan session's consideration and which arc the most awkadministration "obstructing in every way the creation ward for the Reagan administration." it said,

Moslems Protest Lebanon Shelling
HP-IOC

Sale price
$57.95

HEWLETT

PACKARD
SERIES 10
PROFESSIONAL CALCULATORS
HP· lllC Scientific l'rm!rammable
HP·IIC Advanced Scientific
Proilrammable
HP-12C Advanced Financial
l'rommmahle
HP-15C Advanced Programmable with
Special Functions
HP-16C Computer Scientist
HP·97 IJcsktop Fully Programmable

LIST

SALE

90.00 74.95
120.00 96.00

TEL AVIV, Israel - Druzc
Moslems protested outside the U.S.
Embassy Monday against the
Marine shelling of Druze targets in
the Shouf Mountains of Lebanon.
The demonstrations came as
Israeli news reports said Israel
would not get involved in the
Lebanese fighting except if its "vital
security interests" are threatened.
Some 50-100 protesters milled
outside the embassy in Tel Aviv
while their leader Sheikh Am in Tarif
conferred with U.S. Ambassador
Samuel Lewis,
Druzespokesman Zaki Kaman later accused the United States of supporting "the Fascist group called the
Gemayel family" against the Druzc.

His reference was to President Am in
Gemayel of Lebanon.
Kaman said he was assured by
Lewis the Americans were working
for the entire Lebanese people, not
for or against any particular ethnic
group.
The Jerusalem Post said Defense
Minister Moshe Arens was determined to keep "Israel out of the conflict" despite pressure from the
Beirut government, some segments
of the U.S. administration and some
members of the Israeli cabinet itself.
This position could change if
Israel's "vital security interests arc
directly involved," the Post said.
The newspaper said such a contingency could come if Palestine Li-

beration Organization guerrillas reestablish themselves in an area north
of the Israeli re-deployment line
along the Awali river or if Syrian
forces menace Israeli troops.
The Ma' ariv newspaper said
Washington hinted it "would not be
averse" to Israeli air action against
guerrilla targets in the Beirut area.
It further said that someU.S. officials were "surprised" at what they
termed ''the abrupt switch in Israeli
policy from active involvement to
total non-intervention. •'
Addressing a political rally in
Jerusalem Sunday, Arens warned
the Druze they "have no business"
in the Souk el Gharb where they are
fighting the Lebanese army.

10 get ahead, you've got to push
the right buttons.

120.00 96.00
120.00 100.00
750.00 600.00

An investment that will never
haunt you.
The HP-12C is a small investment that pays big dividends. Today,
with the grades you'll get and the time
you'll save. And later on, when you're
concerned with that all-important
bottom line. Simply put, the HP-12C
is the most powerful financial calcul~tor made since man learned the
difference between profit and loss.

SERIES 40
..
HANDHELD COJIIPUTERS
LIST SALE
HP•41C Handheld Computer (441 Bytes) Sl9S.00$155.95
HP·41CV Handheld Computer
!?75.00 225.00
12.233 Bvtesl
195.00 165.00
HP·82104A Card Reader
HP-82143A Thermal Printer/Plotter
385.00 325.00

ifp ACCESSORIES
HP-82 UioA Extended Functi•ms
_ _ Module
HP·82l81A Extended Memory.Mudule
HP-112120A Battery Pac

75.00
75.00
35.00

67.50
67.50
31.50

401 WYOMING NE
ALBUGUEI=IGUE 1 N.M. 8'711!3
1!501!5 •111!81!5·7881
Store flour"

~1-F

8:00•5:30 Sat. 8::10·4:30

Sale ends 9-30"83
VJSA•IIIASTER CARD·AIIIERICAN EXPRESS
Pri~s ~uhjc~t

to change without iiDtlce

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an off'icer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

CORPS.
CAN BE.

h knows how to pinch a penny.
The HP~12C has built-in functions which know the business: the
business of dollars and cents. A unique
logic system gives you reliable answers
fast. It's dependable, powerful, and
best of all, the HP-12C will never
need a Christmas bonus. That's enough
to put a smile on the face of the most
demanding businessman.
So go ahead. Get ahead. Get there

with the HP-12C by Hewlett-Packard.
For the authorized HP dealer or -.
HP sales office nearest you, call TOLLFREE 800-547-3400 and ask for
operator #11 M-E 6 a.m.-6p.m
Pacific Time.
Personal computers and calculators
for professionals on the move.

F~3 HEWLETT

E~ PACKARD

PGo2331
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Check your campus bopkstore or any of the folloWing dealers:

I
i

.
Computer Suller Stores
1660 Eubank, NE
(505) 293-5370
computer Technology Assoc
1704 Moon, NE, Suite 7
(505) 298-2140

ALBUQUERQUE
Dillard's Department
Stores, Inc
1555 Winrock Shopping
Center
(505) 883-5900
Pat Goodwin's Office Eq. Co
939 San Pedro, SE
(505) 265-8441

Holman's, Inc .
401 Wyoming Blvd, NE
(505) 265-1981
Mesa Blueprint
5901 Lomas Blvd, NE
(505) 262-2046
Reliable Reproductions, Inc
1100 Second St, NW
(505) 247•1578 • ••v• • " ' ' ' " • " • ' ' •• • " • • • • " "
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Book To Describe 'Dodosaur'

Forum
-----Humor-----

IQ Principle Guarantees
Collectibles' Profitability
Thanks to a searing insighJ I had recently, I am pleased to report
that we no longer have to worry <~bout unfair economio competition
from Japan in the form of really good cheap cars and steel and so on, I
had this insight while reading a letter offering my son, Robert, who is
almost 3, an investment opportunity. Robert gets quite a bit of investment-oriented mail, because when he was born his grandfather
bought him a few shares in some kind of fund, which keeps sending
him letters like this:
Statement For: Barry, Robert J.
Accrual Ratio: 2.349573240
Par Value Per Kilometer: 376.9 celsius
Estimated Time of Debenture: 0700 hours
Track Conditions; fast
Nobody has any idea what these statements mean. I give them to
Robert, and he pretends they're roads and runs his little cars over
them, But evidently he's doing quite well, because, as I said, he gets a
lot of mail from people offering him investment opportunities:
"Dear Mr. Barry: We are taking a few minutes out of our busy day to
inform you of what we very frankly consider to be the most important
investment opportunity since the beginning of time. We don't even
know why we're bothering to write this letter, because, to be very
frank, we will probably be unable to accept your money due to the
unprecedented response we expect to receive from this incredible
investment opportunity."
Robert generally ignores these offers. His strategy is to invest all his
.start-term capital in the spaceship ride at the mall. But I always read
the letters, and recently I read a really elaborate one offering Robert
the opportunity to invest in a dinner plate for $19.
My Initial reaction was that
this was pretty steep for a dinner
plate, especially since right
where you would put your food
is a picture of Little Orphan
Annie, So you'd be eating your
corned-beef hash, minding your
own business, and suddenly
you'd uncover this waif. staring
out at you With little greasy potato chunks in her hair. But it turns
out that you're not supposed to
(ly
eat off this plate; you're supposed to collect it.
The theory i& that collectible objects are virtually guaranteed to
increase in value because of the well-known economic principle that
you're always going to have a certain percentage of people at the
extreme ends of the 10 scale, if you get my drift.

Life

and

Related
Subjects

Dave Barry

The idea of making useless objects solely to be collected originated
with the folks at the U.S. Postal Service. Years ago, it dawned on them
that every time people used stamps, the Postal Service had to go out
in the gloom of night and deliver mail. So the Postal Service came up
with this brilliant concept wherein people would pay for stamps, and
then just keep them. So today the folks at Postal Service headquarters
just sit around all day dreaming up new cretin stamps for things like
Ferret Awareness Month, and the money pours in.
To judge from Robert's mail,the useless•collectible-object industry
is growing like wildfire. He gets offers for little designer foil-wrapped
chocolates you're not supposed to eat, commemorative coins you're
not supposeq, to spend, beer tankards you're not supposed to drink
from, dolls you're not supposed to play with, and so on.
So my insight is that we should go to an all-collectible economy. Let
the Japanese make products that actually function: we can make1:ute
miniature collectible cars and commemorative steel girders in real
mahogany cases. If things get tense in the Middle East, we can send
the Israelis little handcrafted pewter bombs and tanks, which they
could charge to any major credit card. If necessary, we could airlift in a
crack brigade of porcelain troops, handpainted in exquisite detail.
Pretty good insight, huh? I'm going to bounce it off Robert when
he's done with his nap.
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may be only coincidental.
In any event, many of the traditions started by dodosaurs in .prehistoric ti.mes apparently are being preserved in modern schools. Certainly
the book's conclusion that dodosaurs "were their own natural disasters'' has a parallel that is unmistakable.
A reconstruction of the first dodosaurfossil, according to the aulhors,
is now on display in the Hall of
Heavy Things of the Museum of Big
Objects in Tirana, Albania.
The e~hibit, we arc told, appears
next to "a mass of decaying dough
purported to be the world's largest
muffin."
Continued neglect of math and
science courses could produce "an
industrial dodosaur.'' Then where
would we be?

Today's Events

Woman's Word
Good as Man's
Editor:

applicant had a negative relationship With the administration,
Diplomacy and professionalism
are positive aspects which Frank
does not display. His manner of
dealing with others is not compatible with anyone who is to
represent ASUNM government.
We realize his statements concerning PEC'saccountwith UNM
were relev<~nt; yet, he did not
present facts, simply accusations.
Our decision was conscientiously and intelligently derived
from Frank's thorough re·
sponses and was supported by
the senate when it failed the
move for reconsideration of his
appointment to the PEC.
"The PAC committee is a
farce," according to ASUNM
President, Dan Serrano. He insists we should remain a rubber
stamp committee. Yet, as unpaid
senators, we are here to check
for justified student representa·
Liz Waldner tion and not political favors.
On the other hand, Devin Warwick, a person we found to be
qualified, responsible and an unbiased candidate for the position
of attorney general was fired by
Dan Serrano. Did she forget to
shine your shoes, Mr. President?

Regarding Mr. Hunter's letter
published (Daily Lobo) Sept. 15:
Why is rape a bad word?
What does it mean to claim
one is the victim of a law attempting to bring justice to human
beings in that position usually
deemed victim, that of one who
is raped?
Women are raped every three
or four minutes in the United
States. Practically speaking, Mr.
Hunter's insistence that the rape
victim find immediate medical
attention to corroborate her
charge is impossible.
More importantly, as a matter
of justice (about which he is
especially .concerned), Mr. Hun•
ter must be asked why he feels
the alleged victim must supply a
doctor's word in lieu of her own
in order to prove his own word
false? Why is it not the other way
round? After all, it's not other
women that a woman who lives
or walks alone must consider as
a threat.
Editor:
lhe .constant threat of rape is a
threat of men. If these very men
The Presidential Appointare, as a matter of societal ments Committee would like to
course, considered above the make a statement concerning
word of a woman when her word the disapproval of the "acting"
may be her only evidence, what Popular Entertainment Commit·
hope for justice do women, as tee chairman, Frank Parks. The

for messages from funding agencies: Joanna Vigil,
Nadine Vlgll, Vera Vaz.zli:, Carey VJcend, Lynn
Sandoval and Eliza.belll Muniz.

He said his office is currently for•
mulating a plan to make the move go
as fast as possible.
Weaver said the installation or a
new campus telephone system is an
important consideration.
"When you are as computeroriented and dependent as admissions and registration, those computer systems have to be provided for
in any plan," he said.
Computer and telephone links are
crucial to the admissions and registration operations, The new telephone system should be in place by
January of 1984, he said.
"Placing these services in one
location will, I hope, result in better
service to the students and the public," Weaver said.
"Most of the services going into
this new building have outgrown existing space," he added.
Currently, the admissions and records offices are located in Scholes
Hall and registration in Bandelier
Hall East. The new Student Services
building is located oil the east side of
Mesa Vista Hall.

All lndlan Pueblo Coubdl needs tutors in Math,
English and Social Scl;ertce. Please contact Yvonne at
Native American St~dies on Friday 10 a.m, to noon
or ca.U Charles Tafoya at 884-3310 Wednesday,
Thursday, Saturday or Sunday,

Although the University of New
Mexico's new Student Services
building should be completed before
the end of 1983, the offices of
admissions, academic records and
registration will not move in until
registration for the I 984 spring
semester is completed.
Robert J. Schmidt, assistant
director to the University architect,
said the first and second floors of the
$5 million building should be
11nished before the end of this year,
three months before the scheduled
April 1984 completion date.
Admissions, registration and the
cashier's office will be located on
the second floor of the new building,
and records and career services will
be on the first, Schmidt said..
Robert M. Weaver, dean of
admissions and records, said, "It
appears we will likely move late in
February of 1984. The building
could be ready before then, but toward the end of the year there is just
too much work to do.;,

victims of rape, have?
Lawmakers have tried to bring
justice to afflicted population
groups before, and in the workplace and in the schools the
Anglo majority has often protested privilege granted minorities in the attempt to establish
for them so-called inalienable
rights. True, the majority may be
pinched by such measures; yet
who else is in the position to give
minorities rights and opportuni·
ties long denied them?
The conviction of rapists is
rare. Mr. Hunter is exercising his
right to appeal his conviction. Is
part of that appeal based on his
personal belief that a woman's
word is a bad word? Surely,
when he writes his appeal that
New Mexico Statute 30-9-15 be
repealed "for your own good,"
he addresses those whose word
he considers good. As a woman,
change or repeal of this law is not
for my good.

Master's Grants Offered

Senators Back
'Disapproval'

Black undergraduates majoring in
any communications field. may be
eligible for a grant from the University of Southwestern Louisiana
toward a master's degree.
USI..,'s communications department would .like io recruit 10 black
students in the next two years with
graduate assistantships. The grants
will pay $4,000 and waive tuition
and fees.
Candidates must have a bache-

Leticia Castaneda, PAC Chairperson
Rosa Reza, PAC Vice-Chair
Eugene Padilla, PAC Member
Ana Marie DeVilliers, PAC
Member

following students contact Edd)' Abelta at 277-3917

Offices Prepare for Move
By M. JJernard Whalen

lor's degree and professional or
academic experience in television,
radio, film, speech, journalism,
photography, advertising, public relations, intercultural communications or debate.
Students should apply to Dr.
Gerald Aanncry, graduate coordinator, USL, Box 43650, Lafayette,
LA., 70504, and include a resume
and grade point average.

UNM lbcquttball Club will meet at S p.m today ln
NM Union Room 2~0-E. All interested students arc
weleomcd. More in formation is available at 88'4-3677~
Lut L«lurt Strirs Will present a lect~rc by Dr.
Joseph. Zavadil, associate professor of English, on 11 1
Still Wonder~" at noon today in NM Union Room
2.5o-B, C and-D. Bring your lunch. More Information
is available at247·0497.
Klv11 Oub will ·meet at 7 p.m. today at 181Zc Las

lomas N.E. A meeting with the new advisor, Phillip
May, is planned, EVeryone 1s urged to attend.
New .Muieo_ Publh:_ Restarch Group Will hold a
regular' meeting of .its Board ofDirec:tors at'?.:JO p.m.
today in NM Union Room 24-Eand a general meedng
at 7:30p.m. Wednesday in Mitche\1 Hall Room 211.
Mor~:-informalfu.n iS available al277·2757,
United Campus Ministries will ·sponSor a ''Women
and Religton Support Group11 meeting at 4 p.m.
Tuesdays at •sOl Las Lomas N.E. More information
Js available at 256-3274.

Sanctuary -Gr~up will hotd a closed M meeting fo-f
alcoholics only at noon Tuesdays and Thursda}'s al
the Newmllli Ctnter~ Mote inrormat!on is available at

247•1094.

UNM Clrde K Clab'Wil1 mt-ct today at3!30 p,m,Jn

NM Union ~O·A. All interested Students are
welcomed. More in formntion is available at266-976l.
Saturdll)' Al1 For Klttsls holdlng tegisuaion for the
UNM art education department's ••saturday Art For

!(ids Program" now In progress. The classes include
ceranlfcs to conJputer graphics and mcd (IR Saturdays
at 9:30 a.m. throush Dec. 1'7, More information Is
available al277~3S08 between 3 and4;30 p.m.

Wednesday's Events
Nattotla AaonJmous will hold hs .. A Step at a
Time'; group meetinB at '7:30p.m. Wednesdays at Si.
Joseph Hospital'5 Blandina Room, 400 Walter N.E.
Open to the publiC.
NtU-ontl (:IIICino Hnlth Orpnludon invites all
pre-health scudents to their m«"tlng at 1 p.m.
Wednesday al.I81S Roma N.E. Community services
and activities wl.ll be discussed. More 1nforrnation is
available at277-~029.
Daha~l Stadfnt A!Sodatlon invites evetyone to
participate in an informal open· forum· discussion on
various topics' or lnterest at 7 p.m. Wednesdays fn
NM Union Room 231-A;B. More information is
availableat265~1801.

STUDENT TRAVEL invites you to come along
Contact Student Travel to reserve your seat

Daily Lobo
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WASHINGTON (UP!) -The forces develop over countless eons
National Science Foundation has of time has taught us that ancient
warned that the United States is in traits of long-dead creatures never
danger of becoming "an industrial completely disappear," they write.
dinosaur'' because of declining edu"So the next time. you stub your
cational standards.
. toe or dial the wrong number or step
If the foundation is won·ied now, on a cal, don't be too hard on yourwait until it sees a book about self- it's probably just an example
"dodosaurs" being published next of a small part uf the dodosaur inmonth.
heritance at work.''
Dodosaurs are described as
That theory also may explain
"dinosaurs that didn't make it." much of what goes on in the clas.
Not making it to the din.osaur level srooms of today, At least it. provides
may be close to the ultimate in non- a good enough reason for studying
achievement, although anyone with science and math.
school-age children might be tempMeyerowitz and Beard address
ted to dispute that assessment.
the question of how any creature as
The evidence thatdodosaurs once inept as a dodosaur managed to
lived on Earlh seems more circum- chalk up such a long life span - up
stanlial than real. You have heard it to 28 minutes in some .cases.
said that if certain creatures didn't
"If survival of the fittest is the law
exist, somebody would have in- of nature, the dodosaurs must have
vented them, so perfectly did they had very, very good lawyers," they
meet the needs of the times.
reason.
Well, dodosaurs were invented by
"Anyone who studies the dodoRick Meyerowitz and Henry Beard, saurs quickly notices that they tend
who are identified in a book blurb .as to be separated into three main
"armchair paleontologists." There groups: the dumb, the silly and the
is no documentation that either ex- unbelievable," say the authors.
celled in science or math while in
Any resemblance between that
school.
classification and the way some
"An examination of how life teachers categorize their students

Nallve. Amerkan ServJl"'! Center needs to llave the
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.
Lobos vs. New MeXICO State
Cost: $20.00

The New Mexico ·osily Lobo Is publiShed Monday thtoiJgh Friday every tegularweek of the
Unlve~lty vear_; woCkly during closed and finals Weeks and weekly during the summer se!::slori,
bylha Board of Student P'ub!it;;tions cifthe Untversity of New Mexico. Subscriptioh rate is $10
_
per academic year. Seco.nd class postage pbid at Albuqu_etque, New Maidco b7131.
The opintons expre_ssed on tho edlrorlal pagosotthe New'MeN/cQ Dolly Loboarethosc_of_the
author s·otely. Unsigned opl nlon ls that of the editor and tefl(lcfs the editotiat policy oft he paper,
but does Ml necessarily represent the views of the ·members of tha Osily Lobo ·staff.

October 8 and 9
Lobos vs. Texas Tech
price per person:
2/rrn $55.00
3/rm $52.00
4/rm $50.00

letters s·Libmlulon Po1icljl' lettet.!i to Hte editOr m'-'st ba tyjJed-,doubfe·si)ScCd and no rrtore
than 200 words. All malled-ln letters must be signed by -the author and iricfude address a11d
hilepht>ne numbe·r.. NO namsswilfbe withheld~ The Daily Lobo does not guarantee publication
and will edit reuers fot length and libelous conttu;(,
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October 14 and 15
Lobos vs. BYU
price per person:
2/rm $82.00
3/rm $78.00
4/rm $76.00

October 28 and 29
Lobos
Colorado State
price per person:
2/rm $82.00
3/rrn $73.00
4/rm $71.00

vs.

Cost of all trips includes:

•came ticket
•Round trip bus transpottatioh
. . . . , .
.
•1 night hotel atcomodatio11s (except New Mextco State)
*Round trip from hotel to game

Contact Student Travel to reserve your seat
277·2336
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YOU AIN'T

HAD ONE y·-E.-.:~1?
We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The doors
are open!

Godfather's Pizza..
Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone

247-9591
also at

IIS06C..boi,SW
17M......,Ihd.NE
IISS~.NW

11$00-.NE

......... Rio Raactio

. .,.,.
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State Fair Bri.ngs Out Variety of Interests

An overview of the New Mexico State Fair midway from the Grand Stands.

Scott
Aleundria King

White knuckles and much screaming are part of the ride on
the roller coaster.

The barker's call fills the air, calling you in, promising you'll
see what's never been seen.

Midway, Entertainment
Impart Color, Excitement
To N.M. Fall Celebration
Alc:~.antin11

Kmt

Christopher Kirkbride, 17 months, takes time out for a cool
drink.

Step right up folks. A ticket buys a joy ride to a magical midway place. Take a trip through
rock 'n' roll history.

Alc;(::mdria Kin!{

Cowgirl Lynn Fuller shows off her show poodle, Rags.

Bob Bstr of the Bernalillo County Sheriff's Posse and his horse, Buck, work crowd control at
the races.

Brightly colored cloths, guilded capes and pheasant feathers
complete the costumes ofthe Aztec dancers. ·
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Arts

100% hand-crafled cotton futons

Arts

Makers of Handmade

?424 Garf1eld Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 8'7106

Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

I!J05) 268·9738

BIG VALLEY

RANCH COl\CPAMY

Comedienne Uses Hard-Edge Humor
To Amuse TV and Theater Audiences

;

:

By Lydia Piper •
•·
f'

S1e1i Bouse & Lou*

l

''

Welcomes UNM Students
with

Rock & Roll
'1\t<•s. -Sat.
~J::l0-1 ::30a. nt.

This week: LADY FLASH
8904 Mcnaul NE

299-9517

The
University of New Mexico
School of Medicine,
Division of Dermatology

Patients should be between
the age of 12 and 75.
For more information, please call277-6770
between the hours o/9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
" FDA regulations prohibit females of child-bearing potential to
participate in this drug study.

WORK STUDY
QUALIFIED
STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN
WORKING WITH
YOUNG CHILDREN
STOP BY THE
ASUNM/GSA
CHILD CARE CO-OP
1210 UNIVERSITY NE
OR CALL 277-3365
ASK FOR BONNIE OR GEORGE

l
Actress Laraine Newman, one of the original Not Ready for Prime Time Players of Saturday
Night Live in a scene with guest host Fran Tarkenton. Newman is presently starring in
Albuquerque Little Theater's production of Bell, Book and Candle.
By Johanna King

CHADAD JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER
YOM KIPPUR 6 SUKKOT SCHEDULE

FPJDAY 9-16
6:45 KOL NIDRE SERVICE

SATURDAY 9-17
10: 00 A.M. Yom Kippur Morning Service

THUP.SDAY 9-22
10:00 A.M. Sul~l~ot Morning Service
6:45P.M. Evening Service

FRIDAY 9·23
12:.30 P.M. Yzl~or Memorial Service 10: 00 A.M. Morning Service
6:00 P.M. Mincha Service
6:45P.M. Evening Service

6: GO P.M. Neil a Services Followed
by Breol..,-the-Fost
WEDNESDAY 9·21

SATURDAY 9-24
1 0:00 AM. Shabbat Morning

6:45 Sul~l~ot Service

"It's really alien to my experi·ence."

A teenage conehcad, Rosalynn
Not only has she had to conform
Carter, a news reporter and a child
to a more serious role, but New(literally) psychiatrist- actress
man - whose experience comes
Laraine Newman has used her quick
from
being a Not Ready for Prime
wit, unique characterization and inTime Player and acting on Broadnovative acting skills to create perway - has also, had to adjust to a
sonalities such as these that have more conservative crowd,
been entertaining and amusing audi"New York shows do not in any
ences for I0 years.
way
censor some of the language
And now Newman, an original
used on Broadway," she said,
member of the cast of the television
"whereas here there's lines in Bell,
show Saturday Night Live. can add a
Book and Candle where some peowitch to her long list of roles, She is
portraying Gillian Holroyd, the ple say 'goddammit' and we've been
told that we can't say 'gah.' That's a
leading character in the Albuquerbit of a shock."
que Little Theater's production of
the Broadway comedy Bell, Book
Another difficulty she has had
and Candle.
with this production, and other plays
The role of Gillian, a woman who she has done, is memorizing lines.
uses her magical powers to "be- Newman, who says she has always
twitch" the man she is attracted to, been a slow study, explained, "On
is different from any Newman has the show we did (Saturday Night
done before. The comedienne, who Live), we had cue cards, we read
is used to getting all the laughs, is the everything."
"strllight man" in this show.
She said learning lines for Bell,
During an interview at her tern· Book and Candle has been a little
porary apartment rented by the Little harder than usual. "It's been diffiTheater, Newman said this is a new cult for everyone because the way in
experience for her and .it has been a which it (the play) is written, a lot of
bit difficult to adjust. She admits she the characters have the same kind of
misses the laughs.
stuff to say all the time. They're all
"It's tough on me to be comfort- kind of vague, they all usc the same
able with being up there and not get- kind of language and they all have
ting the laughs," Newman said, the same task to give certain information in the play."

~~~""""'""''""'""'~.-,;_""'~"""~.""".;,s.~.
.
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Newman also noted that the play
is more simplistic than what she is
used to, and there are also a lot of
flaws.

the Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks.
Since then, this small. red-headed
actress has performed in the Lanford
Wilson's play The Fifth of July on
Broadway, spent time on television
also as a guest star in such television
series as Laveme and Shirlel' and St.
Elsewhere and specials iike the
Steve Martin Comedy Special, and
has starred some films, including
Holy Moses with Dudley Moore and
Woody Allen'sStardustMemories ..
Newman also studied pantomime
in Paris with Marcel Marceau, but
hasn't found a way to use this form
of art in her acting.

"1 know it well enough for it to be
intergratcd ill the kind ofperson lam
and the way I move," she said. "But
mime on its own is not my idea of
something I can do.lt's limited in its
scope because it's not hard-edge at
all and I like hard-edge."
It's this hard-edge comedy Newman enjoys so much that got her a
part on the popular television show
which brought her recognition.
Saturday Night Live producer Lome
Michaels saw her in a Lily Tomlin
special in 1973 and put her on the
show, where she stayed for five
years.
After her five-year contract ran
out, Newman said she felt it was
timeforhertogo. ''When those five
years were up and John (Bellushi),
Danny (Akroyd) and Chevy(Chase)
were gone and we knew Billy (Mur·
ray) was going to probably leave
too, I was ready - I really wanted
to go home. We decided we should
all quit while we were ahead. 'Leave
them laughing,' as it were."

She described the whole form of
the show as "light weight."
Although she has never played a
character like Gillian before, she
said she enjoys doing things she has
But the top-rated television show
not yet done.
·
· is still on the air, despite the loss of
But Newman admitted she is not its original. cast and producer. "It
doesn't bother me that they would
really fond of doing theater. She said
she has ctljoyed performing in Albu- continue without us,'' Newman
querque because it is only for two admitted. "But it bothers me that
weeks but doesn't like doing aplay they're continuing it without Lorne
Michaels as a producer,
for longer than that.
"I'mjust not made for it. I don't
have that unyielding lovcforstage to
where I want to do 8,000 shows of
The King cmd 1 or something .like
that."

''The people -

the powers-that·
be around that show- now have
no talent in my opinion. j think
d
they're not very talentc , they don't
have any good taste.''

EVERYONE WELCOME
Chobod House
1801 Sigm. a Chi N.E. Albuqu. erque, N.M.
Phone 296-6060

Dressed in old, faded Levi's and a
Newman is looking for variety in
black t-shirt with an "Oh-no, it's her life, thushcrdiversecarecr, She
Devo'' emblem on it, Newman said she would also like to work be·
talked about her acting career which hind the scenes, perhaps writing for
began when she got a paid part as a and coaching young, as.piring
~'"'.._,_'-s..'"''"'~~'"'~~-s..~~~~·~~·~~~ssssssssssss~~~~~~~ teenager in a summer program fot , .act.o.rs.._ .
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Commentary.
Ask most people in town about
Albuquerque's nightlife and your're
likely to get a confused look,
Nightlife? What nightlife?
This puzzled expression will
come from anyone who has been to
cities like Ne.w York or San Francisco, where the nightlife includes
plays, operas and concerts - not
just the singles bar scene.
People used to a large selection of
such diversions will starve to death
in Albuquerque. True, there is a
small cultural life, including the
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra
and Popejoy Hall events, but overall, the only real entertainment for
the average 20- to 40-year-old is in
the local night clubs,

Again, compare(! to New York,
where the ratio of bars to people is
5-to-1, Albuquerque leaves a lot to
be desired, But it must start somewhere, and in the past five years, the
number of night clubs iri the area has
grown.
Of course, that's not saying much
if you consider the kind of dubs
cropping up. Most of them are nicknamed "meet markets" or better
yet, "meat markets .. "
But singles bars are really the
same no matter where you go. The
ones that stand out above the rest
usually have a comfortable atmosphere or offer quality entertainment.
Albuquerque is no different in this
respect. It does have a few bars with
one or both of these ingredients,
Graham Central Station is one of
these.

Graham is a renovated grocery
store located. on the northeast side of
town. When it was originally constructed, it was geared toward the
now-dead disco movement.
The entire design had Saturday
Night Fever in mind, including
carpeting, mirrors, hat check, backgammon tables and a cosmic light
show above and beneath the dance
floor. Only people into LSD fully
appreciated this creation,
After the death of disco, Graham
changed its image somewhat. It
added country and rock to its musical lineup, built a snack bar and pool
room the size of most small bars,
added a stage even big-name bands
would be willing to play on and
started featuring live entertainment
o~ both local and big-name acts.
Its large size, drink specials and

Exhibit To Feature Taos Artist

is studying the
effectiveness of a short•term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
eczema and psoriasis.

.r

Eat, Drink and Be Merry at Graham Central Station
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Visitors to Taos next month might
consider stopping at the University
of New Mexico's Harwood Foundation Museum of Taos Art to view an
exhibit of works by Taos artist Emil
J. Bisttram.
The exhibit, held in conjunction
with the annual Taos Arts Festival,
consists of 80 paintings and drawings which concentrate on Bisttram's transcendental art from 1927
to 1970.

ifestation of this new approach was
the Transcendental Painting Group
Bisttram co-founded with New
Mexico artist Raymond Jonson in
1938."
The work by group members was
primarily non-objective, meant to
transcend recognizable forms into a
more esoteric level, Witt said.
The exhibit next month, he said,

Born on the Hungarian-Romanian
border in 1895, Bisttram moved to
New York's East Side about 1907
and remained in New York until the
early 1930s. There he became successful in commercial art before
turning to fine arts, according to
curator David Witt.
Bisttram studied with a number of
teachers, including Howard Giles at
Parson's School of Design and Leon
Kroll at the Art Students League. He
went on to win major painting prizes
from the New York and Philadelphia
Watercolor Clubs. Through a Guggenheim grant, he traveled to Mexico City in I 931 for work with Diego
Rivera.
Bisttram and his wife, Mayrion,
settled in Taos in 1932. "His
approach to art was radically different from that of the earlier, more
conservative Taos artists,'' Witt
said, "The most important man-

"is the first major one-person show
of his work in several years and includes more paintings than any of
the previous ones.''
An opening reception for the exhibit has been scheduled for 7 to 9
p.m. on Sept. 30, The Harwood
Foundation is located two blocks
southwest of the Taos Plaza at No.
25 Ledoux St.

top-name entertainment make Graham stand out among Albuquerque
bars. But because of its size, Graham lacks considerably in atmosphere, It is not a cozy neighborhood
bar,
The drink specials, featured
almost every night, are usually
worth the price of admission. Most
include well drinks (stock liquor)
and beer, so White Russian drinkers
will have to pay regular prices.
Prices are comparable to other
bars, but the bartenders arto trained
to pour exactly 1 ounce per drink. A
good tip may get a little over-pour,
but ordering a double would be
easier.
Most of the employees in the club
are really nice, but there are a few
who could use a lesson in.humility.
Enough said.

The entertainment is by far the
best feature of the club, Besides the
local groups, such names as the
Motels, Adam Ant, Stray Cats,
Three Dog Nigl:ll und Missing Persons have all played at Graham.
Other than Caravan East, which
brings in top country and western
acts, Graham is the only club in town
large enough to house top-name
groups.
Graham has gained a reputation of
bringing in bands about to make it
big in the music industry. Adam
Ant, Stray Cats and Missing Persons
played there months before they became popular across the country.
Although typical of singles bars in
the "boy meets girl" department,
Graham surpasses other Albuquerque night clubs when it tomes to
music.
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For the Thrill Df Your Life!
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Popejoy Hall

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

les
ballets
•
jazz
de
.
montrea1

Genevieve Salba1ng
D11eclltce Ar1tStiQUC
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THE
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3004 Central SE
(One Biocl< East ol Girard)

All you can eat
Friday
Fish $3.95
Saturday
Chicken $3.95
All you can eat dinners include
soup, salad, vegetable, roll, and
potato.
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Friday In the Sub 11a.m.~1p.m.
Sign up for the 1st Jump Class sept. 24
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Tonight and Tomorrow,
September 19,20-8:15 p.m.
Public $16.00, $14.00, $11.00
UNM Students, Faculty/Staff- '12 price
Mastercard/Visa phone orders accepted
Telephone 277-3121 fqr information
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Dunn Worried by State Rivals

Aussies Look To Even Score
NEWPORT, R.I. (UP!)~ added. "We're good enough to do
l.ihcrty crew members, relieved by it, and we will do it."
predictions of strong winds, said
To keep the crew's skill sharMonday they were determined Au- pened, Australia II practiced against
stralia II would not "destroy and bcr trial horse Challenge 12, an Audemorali?.e" the u.s. defender or stralian boat eliminated from the
the coveted America's Cup.
competition.
With rorccusts ot' 25 knot winds
The Australians clobbered the
over Rhode Island Sound and 4- to Americans by 3:14 in light winds
6-foot seas for Today - when the Sunday for their first victory in the
Aw,sic'> will try to even the best-of- finals and set a new record in 12seven ~cries at two wins each -- mcter racing in the processboth the U.S. and Australian camps
thrashing Liberty more soundly
rluimcd superiority.
than any U.S. Twelve h!ls been lick"We thought there might be more ed before.
winu coming," said reigning Cup
Liberty still leads 2-1 in the 25th
champion Dennis Conner. who cal- defense of the sailing world's most
led f'or the day off. "There's not a sought-after trophy. but the Aussic
whole lot left we cun do except hope mtlrgin even left Conner acknow·
for an end to the gentle breezes the lcdging "she looks awfully good."
Au~sics rule aboard their wing·
"We watched her destroy and dekeeled Twelve."
moralize her foreign competitors
While most members of the during the trials to pick the 25th
American team spent the day relax- challenger," Marshall said, "but
ing, sail trimmer John Marshall said we're feeling very confident"
even in heavy winds, "the racing Liberty will escape the same fate.
will be close and tough."
Marshall said the crew is counting
Australia ll helmsman John Ber- on tight racing in heavier wind. with
tmnd, scouring the white boat with Australia II outmaneuvered by Conyellow and green stripes for any ncr's summer-long experience with
hints of potential gear failure, said close matches against ousted defenhe too is anticipating heavier der candidates Courageous and
breezes.
Liberty.
"If there's going to be strong
"There's not much you can do
winds, I'm looking forward to it," when the other boat is 2:00 ahead,''
Bertrand said, after rising as usual at Marshall said, ret1ecting back on
6 a.m. EDT, undergoing the rigor- two days of beatings.
ous daily exercises and scrutinizing
Australia II was leading Liberty
the boat.
. by 5:57 Saturday when time ran out,
After steering problems and a necessitating the repeat Sunday.
broken headboard thwarted the AuBill Ficker, with the host New
ssies during the first two races be- York Yacht Club and the successful
fore they won the third. Bertrand skipper aboard Intrepid in 1970,
said, "We're going over the boat acknowledged Australia ll's combackwards anu forwards and up and mand of light air "has been a little
down.''
frightening for the American side.
''We can win the cup," Bertrand But if they get the wind they want.

By Eric Maddy

Tennis Team Opens Season

they'll prevail."
Unable to make a prediction on
the outcome of the most fonnidable
challenge in the 132years the United
States has possessed the Cup, Ficker
said, "It sure looks like it will go the
dist:mce, but we'll know more after
we have a real heavy .race.
''We've seen all the other races in
15 knots and lower,. but you have to
get the wind up to the 20- to 25-knot
range to sec what Australia U can
do," he said.
While Americans agree the innovative winged keel is at least par·
tially responsible for Australia Il's
speed and maneuverability, designer Ben Lexccn said, "It won't win
a race if the crew and boat arc bud,"
Relieved the Australians won thll
first race,. Lexcen said, ''We still
have to make it 2-2, 3-2 and 4-2'' to
bring the trophy bolted to a table in
the New York Yacht Club around
the globe to Perth.

goal by season's end.
Horn said that either Mari
The University of New Mex- Forbes or Kuulei McCalla would
ico women's tennis team opens be the No. I seed in the invite for
its fall season Thursday when it the Lobos. Leanne Palmisano,
plays Houston in the opening who took almost every tennis title
round of the Lamar Invitational in last weekend's New Mexico
Adult Closed Tennis Tourna.
in Beaumont, Texas.
The invitational is a chance for mcnt, would have been the No. I
the Lobos to get recognition and, seed for the Lobos but is traveling
with a strong showing, enhance to the Lipton Mixed Doubles
the possibility of becoming a Tournament in Florida.
Nancy Raff, Susanne Kloster,
ranked team, said Lobo Coach
Lisa Bass, Karen Curry and KelHelen Horn,
Included in the 10-team invita- ly Fackle round out the Lobo
tional are Louisiana State, Texas squad traveling to Beaumont.
"I'm really excited," Horn
A & M and Northeast Louisiana,
which have individuals ranked in said. "Usually we have a few
the top 50 in the polls, said Horn. injuries when we start our seaHorn said the Lobos do not son, but this year we're healthy.
•'We have as good a chance to
have anyone ranked in the top 50
but said she feels the Lobo talent win .this tournament as anyone
is good enough to achieve that else.''
By Jim Wiesen

By Jim Wiesen

The results are in, and they look
good to University of New Mexico
golf Coach Dwaine Knight.
Knight held qualification matches, which ended Monday, for 17
Lobo golfers competing for the five
top spots on the squad for this
weekend's season opener, the Falcon Invitational, in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Dave Waszak was low man for
the Lobos. Waszak posted an Sunder-par 352 for the five rounds at
the University South Oolf Course.
"That's pretty good," Knight said.

Waszak finished in fifth place indivipually in last year's Falcon Invitational.
Don Hurter shot a 3-under-par
357. Ron Castillo, 367, freshman
John Kienle, 369, and Jim Brazen,
373, round out the Lobo starting
five.
Knight said it was a good showing
overall, adding that the other golfers
were only a few shots off the pace.
"That's what makes golfing so
hard is that you arc only allowed five
players a tournament,'' Knight said.
"We have a lot of guys who want to
play but can't because of that restriction."

The 32-tcam Falcon lnvitatio.nal
begins Friday. Knight is not sure
how his team will do, saying that at
this point in the season it's a
"'tossup. !
Knight said the starting positions
will probably change in the next
month but should be a little more
firm by mid-October.
The 'Lobos will host the William
H. Tucker Invitational Golf Tournament, the second oldest collegiate
golf tournament in the United
States, Sept. 28 through Oct. I at
UNM's South Golf Course. The
tournament will benefit the American Cancer Society.
1

THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
presents

NEW M E X I C O - - - - - - - - Or. Joseph Zavadil
Assoc. Prof.!Chairman. English

Daily Lobo

"I STILL WONDER"
Tuesday, Sept. 20
12 noon
UNM Sub, Room 250 B,C, & D

Fall
Coupon
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''\' rv Sandia ~·· "'~

Mountain Outfitters

BONANZA

Annual Rental Clearance

Sept 19-24

50-60% Off All Rental Sle~ping Bags
Backpacks, Tent.s. X-C Skis, Boots, Poles.

25-50%

Monday September 26

Off All Summer C lathing.

.I

FREE Spot Color

25%

Off All Richmoor and Mountain
House Foods.

· 14,000 Copies inserted inside
the Daily Lobo.

Many Other Values Too!!!
STORE HOURS:

M•Th

9-8 Fri

9· 9 Sat 9-6

Advertising Deadline Thursday Sept. 22

Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
1406 Eubank Blvd. N. E.
Albuquerque

293-9725
Come by and • • us at our new location:
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Waszak, Hurter Lead Lobo Fivesome
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The Lobos have not scored in
more than nine quarters with Funck
atthehclm. "I'm not going to get rid
of Buddy Funck just because we haven't scored with him in the
lineup," Dunn said. "Those two
teams we played the last two weeks
(Tennessee and Arkansas) were better than any defensive team I've seen
during my three years at New
Mexico.

boss.''

The only points the Lobos have
scored during the last two games
were under the direction Todd Williamson! but Dunn said the junior
reserve Is not ready to move into the
starting lineup. Williamson •s mobility is still hampered after suffering a
knee injury last year.
"If Tod~ ha~ been able to go
tb~ough sprmg dnlls last year, things
m1ght be different," Dunn said. "At
this stage, only two of our quarterbacks can play, and only one of them
can run our full offense, and that's
Buddy.
'T m not saying that to be critical
of our other two quarterbacks (sophomore Billy Rucker and freshman
Barry Garrison)," Dunn added,
"They'll get better as time goes
on.''
·
. Dunn said s~me ~f the changes he
IS contemplating melude running
back Willie Turral, who leads the
team in rushing with 133 yards.
"I'm not so sure that we won't be
starting Willie and Carl Raven (both
currently second string) this week,' •
Dunn said. "Willie should be play·
ing more."
Turral, Raven and starters Denny
Allen and Michael Johnson have all
~een seeing almost the same playing
lime,
Dunn said cornerback Darren
Jenkins' job is also up for grabs.
"W~ played three different people
(agamst Arkansas) to find one we're
comfortable with," Dunn said.

"But no one outplayed the other."
Despite two straight losses, Dunn
said the team is still progressing the
way he wants it to, "Heel like we're
close to where we want to be, We're
just doing the wrong things at the
wrong times," Dunn said. "We're
just making the wrong decisions at
the wrong time, like pulling it in
when we should pitch it.
EXTRA POINTS; All of the
players who made the Arkansas trip
walked off the plane early Sunday
morning, a good sign for trainer
L.F. "Tow" Diehm, whose staff
has been kept busy by Lobo injuries
Linebacker Johnny Jackson, the
Western Athletic Conference defensive player of the year in 1982,
showed his stuff against the Razorbacks, making 15 tackles, including
10 solo tackles. Jackson was nominated. by the coaches for conference
player of the Week on defense.
Funck was nominated on offense
By being shutout 17·0 by Arkansas, New Mexico's 109-game tonsceutive scoring streak was snapped. The Lobos were last held scoreless in 1973 when San Jose State
beat UNM 15-0.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free Delivery

·I Caldwell INot a Quitter'
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UP!)- No
one had to remind Rex Caldwell he
was in a gambling town where taking chances is a way of life. But
someone did and it upsctthe usuallyplacid Caldwell.
Caldwell got up Sunday to read in
a newspaper that the reason he had
never won a PGA-sponsored golf
tournament was because he lacked
the aggressiveness that separates the
winners from the also-rans.
Caldwell took exception to that
assertion, but no one knew how
much until the end of the $750,000
Las Vegas Celebrity Pro-Am, a
toumamcnt Caldwell almost won,
He'd also almost won three other
events this year, but this one was
different. He had to come from eight
shots back with 14 holes to play to
stand a chance. The fact that he came
back to within two with two holes to
play speaks for his detcnnination to
win a tournament.
He didn't, though, but it was not
because he didn't try.
When Fuzzy Zoeller, who had led
from the first day of the 90-hole
event - the richest tournament
ever- had finally clinched the victory, Caldwell spoke of his feelings.
"I'm no quitter and I'm not a
choke-artist as somebody said in the
newspaper," he said. "I'd like to
meet the guy who wrote that. Not
because I'm mad but because I'd
like to explain a few things to him."
On those final two holes, Caldwell, who could have blown second
money of $81,000, threw caution
aside and went for the pin. The fact
he bogeyed the .17th and do.ublebogeyed the 18th speaks well
enough for his desire.
"You've got to admire Rex,"
said Zoeller. "He wanted to win the
tournament and if we had a few more
holes left he might have. I don't
know how anyone could accuse him
of choking. up. It sounds to me like a
guy who never competed irt sports."
Zoeller also bogeyed the 17th but
1 he did while playing safe. A parI saving putt on I 8 sealed the victory,
) worth $135,000, enough by $400 to
give him the money winning lead for
the year with fi.ve events to go.

f
"

Joe Lee Dunn, the University of
New Mexico head football coach, is
worried about his opponent this
week, just as he would be on any
other Tuesday during the season.
But Dunn is concerned now for
different reasons than he was a
month ago during fall drills.
Before the season began, Dunn
feared his Lobos might be looking
past the Aggies, whom they destroyed la~t year 66-14, after playing
against Tennes~ee and Arkansas.
But now Dunn is concerned that his
team, 1-2 after losing to the Volunteers and Razorbacks, might have
forgotten how to win.
"I don't see how we can take anybody lightly after lo~ing two games
in a row," said Dunn at his weekly
press conference Monday, "I dor.'t
see how anybody in the United
States could take anybody lightly after losing two games in a row."
Dunn said he might make a few
lineup changes for the game in Las
Cruces, but they would not include
quarterback Buddy Funck. "We're
going to stay with Buddy Funck, it's
that plain and simple," Dunn said.

"In the long run, it (staying with
Funck) Is in the best interest of the
foot~al! team. That's my opinion,
and 1t JUSt so happens that I'm the

He's won $413,852 thus far and
will play three more times - this
week in theLaJet Classic, next week
in the Texas Open and in October in
the Pensacola Open. Before the latterevent, he also will compete in the
Ryder Cup matches,
As well as he has played this year,
Zoeller doesn't see himself as the
best in the world.
"I'm not one of the greatest golfers today, but I feel I'm pretty damn
good," said Zoeller. "I guess winning all that money says something
about my ability."
Zoeller started the final round
with a six-stroke lead but shot 73.
Still, he finished the marathon event
with a score of IS-under-par 340. ·
Caldwell shot even par 71 for 344,
saving second place by a stroke over
Ed Fiori, who took home $5 J ,000
for third.
Caldwell's purse boosted his
1983 earnings to $216,851. Not bad
for a .non-winner.
"I would have settled for $10 had
I won," said Caldwell. "It seems
like everyone in the world has won at
least one tournament except me.
Maybe it's becoming psychological.
I don't know. But I do know I'm not
a choke-artist."

Raquetba/1 Title
Up for Grabs
The 1983 Albuquerque City Rae"
quetball Championships will be held
Sept. 29 through Oct. 2 at Tom
Young's Athletic-Club.
The tournament, sponsored by
Oardenswartz Spartz, is limited to
people who work or live in Bernalillo County. Hospitality includes a
Saturday night buffet and tournament shirts.
·
There will be a special officiating
clinic ftom6:30-8 v.m. Sept, 27 and
an instructional clinic for beginning
players by New Mexico State Champion Gary Mazaroff (rom 6:30-8
p.m. Sept. 28.
Entry deadline Is Friday, Sept. 23
at !Op.m. For more information call
Tom Young's at 298-7661.

hours:
9am to
9pm
closed
Sunday

!

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Limited Delivery Area
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ASUNM

Duplicating
Center

LOWEST PRICE
IN TOWN
·TYPEWRITER RENTALS AVAILABLE·
HOURS: MON·FRI 8·9/SAT 10·4
A LITTLE HARDER TO FIND
BUT WORTH IT.
LOCATED IN THE NORTH SUB BASEMENT

277-5031

$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 9·27·83

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Now open for lunch
Open every day at 11 :00

®
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$.75
$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 9·27·93

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Now open for .lunch
Open every day at 11:00

II.

WHEN ARMY NURSES MOVE
THEY TAKE THEIR SENIORITY
WITH THEM.

Army nurses are officers.
They never lose status by
,
movmg. as so often happens ·1
in civilian hospitals.
In fact. the Army encour- ·
ages mobility nnd 1-.'l'OWth.
Yc.m'te encoumged to continue
your educntiot~ it'l clinical
spednlties such as Intensive
Care, OR, Pediatrics. 08 o!'
Anesthesia and to attend
conferences both insidL' and
outside the Army.
,
'
....
If you have a BSN and nrc registered to practice in the
US or Puerto Rico, or you're still a student, talk to an Army Nurse
Recruiter.
It could be a very happy move.

ARMY.

BE''-LYOU Cf-M BE.

....._ ......_________...........__...,...,..,_...,.__.________....,.....,,.,......J, ......... ,
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Classifieds get results,
Check it out today.
Place your classified ad today at 131 Marron Hall.
DeadlinEf is 1 p.m. the day
,...
_.,
before. insertion.

Reasonable, Manuscripts, business, dissertations,
toesis, etc. Work guaranteed. 299-6256, 299.2676.
9/21
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of h11mor .. Some
genius. 242-3093.
9/30
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. Twenty·IW<> years
teaching. John Mltchcll268-0496.
10/3
FIRST WORD PROCESSING. Term papers, theses,
dissertations. Call Jan 265-9499.
9/23
TV PING. IBM SEJ.ECTRJC. 255-3337.
10125
HOUSE NEED PAINTING? Interiors and e~tefiors.
Experienced painter. RefereQces available. Call
Victor277-5171 orTony243·7058,
9123
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 9/30
ONE WORLD PRODUCflONS: Multl-tracl<
recording and complete 'A inch video facility in the
northern mountains nearTaos. Phone 758-3156.
9/30
MASSAGE THERAPY. REST, relaxation. 822·
2728. Voice pager.
10/3
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs in
my home. Call The Other Office 884-6564.
9/30
TilE CERVICAL CAP is a barrier method of birth
control. While under study by the FDA, the cap is
available locally. Call242·2402.
9/28
ACULF..X WORil PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
tations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
12112
QUALITY TYPING. MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page. 881-6445.
)0/4
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofWashlngton.
tfn
ACCURAn; INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traccption, sterilization, abortion, Right To Choose,
294·017l.
tfn
WE GOT IHSTRIDUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village {L~nnon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.c., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PIU:GNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247tfn
9819.

____________ __
Las Noticias

PARENTS DAYl SATPIWAY, O~!ober 1. Share
your college experience with your parents! Campus
tours, special presentations by many campus
departmems, luncheons, football game tickets and
more! Call St\tdent Activities at 277·4706 for more
Information.
9/30
CONCI<:PTJONS SOl)THWEST 83·84 editor applicanons rtntst be dropped off by noon Sept. 26 at
136 Marron Hall, Special handling basket consisting
of a brief <lescriptlon of qualifications pius portfolio.
277-5656.
9/26
I.AST CHANCE! I, EARN to dance. Dallroom Dance
Club has workshops in countrY western, night club
nnd jau. dancing. Call 277-4273 for more information.
9121
8300 CLUB. ALL male gay club open 24 hours. 8307
Central NE. 255-6525.
9/30
CiAY AND LgSJIIAN Student Union will have Liz
Canfield speaking on l'roject Straight·Talk. All are
encouraged to come. Sept. 20, 7:30p.m. SUn 231A·
c.
9120
l 1Ull UOAIW: UNDERGRADUATES interested in
applying for positions on UNM Publications Doard
•hould contact Dan Serrano nt ASUNM, 277-5528.
9121
('UIU1 MEETING'/ EV.:NT? Advertise in Las
Notldas. Clnly 10 cent~ per word per issue for UNM
department> nnd organizations.
tfn

Personals

Housing

llEfltDRE, IIAPPY DIRTIUlAY. I'd like to tttke
you someplace for real, lf you'JIIct me. El Destructo.

9/20

UOUSEMAn: WANTED. THREE bdrm, yard and
garden, washer and dryer. Available Oct. 4. $175,
share utilities. Near UNM. Non-smoker. 298·5800
Kathe.
9/26
HOUS~:MAT~; WANTED TO share three bedrooms,
carpets, fireplace, woodburnlng stove, yard. Pets o. k.
Must be reliable with quiet Jiving habits. Paul or
Debbie 266-3067.
9/26
UNM AREA. SPACIOUS, newly painted, clean two
bdrm.No children or pets. Call293·1070 after S p.m.

c;•:TPUMI'ED FOR the SAE Cherry Uusl9/23.
9/20
MAKE CONTACT WITH that special someone or
friends and family. Place n personal message in the
dassifleds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron HnU.
tfn

Food/Fun
IIEI,P US CELEBRATE 1st Anniversary Sale ot the
Mixed Ung. SO~'• off on all candies, carob and yogurt
products, and ail gift containers. Dig savings at 2210
Central SIE, across ftom UNM.
9/23
ALL YOU CAN eat I:rlday, Saturday, Ooni Post
Cnfe, 3004 Ccmral SE.
9/22
"fOODII'll N" IS a place for atmounceme•m of
restaurant5, Jlnrties, food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies nndtor entertainment
~~

.,...,.o-:-:=-=~,-.,-~-,------,,--,..:9:.;./.:::::26

I HAVE THREE threc-bdrm homes available for
under $400 month. Keith 255-1985, Rental Advisor.
Small fee.
9123
IIIDGECREST HOUSE, BUSSTOP at door,
fireplace, large room for $120, v. utilities. 266-2974.
9/23
-::JJ"'O~U:::S:::E""M'"'A""T"'t::-::w7:-:-A-::N::::T:::t:=D""T"'O-s.,..hru-e1-w-·o-""'b""'d-rm....,;ho:.:u:::.se
in NE, three miles from campus. $180 plus v.;
utilities. 883·7176.
9123
nENT THIS STYLISH bungalow, ju$1 blocks from
UNM. Sl30 month. 255·1985 Rental Advisor. Small
fee.
9/23
STUI>ENT HOME AND apt. rentals available. All
sizes, all have appliances, 255·1985 Rental Advisor.
Small fee,
9123
Tift: CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to$320. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swlrnmlng pool, TV room ami laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: SPACIOUS two bdrrn near all, Only
$225 movesya,2$5·198S RentaiAdvisor, Small fcc.
9/23
FOR RENT: EHICIENCY apartment, 1410 Olrard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. FUll)'
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
evening. 266-8392.

~

Services
EXPI-:RU:NCE TIIF: ACCLAIMED Fashion two
Twenty skin ~are and glamour aids first ltand. For
your complimentary make-up, contact Fashion Two
Twenty, 401 S Centrnl NE, 255·5569.
9/2(i
TilTOIUNG- MATHEMA11CS, STATISTICS,
French - Any te.·el - Dy degreed, eAperienced
teuclter-tutor. 266·4247.
9126
IIEIWAI.IH:. LOSE CELLULITE and weight
nutumlly, gradually, safely. Look younger. Have
more energy. 884-4604.
10114
TERM PAPERS, TIIESES,. dissertations typed on
IBM Word Processor. Editing service included.
Spedal student rates. 298-6006,
9/23
IJIVORCt: AND PERSONAL Orowth Seminar
begins Sept. 27 for then Tuesdays 7:30.10 p.m. Call
Jlarbara Drown 298·8034 or Walter Polt 266·3421.
9/22
T\'l'I~G, WORD PROCESSING. Term papers,
theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes professionally
written. Reasonable rates. 881-0313,
9/23
tRENCII TUTORING. CALL 292-7381.
9t21
MARC'S (ll!lTAR CENTER. Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repaiu. 143 Harvard SE. 265-3315.
tfn
l'JtOH'SSlONAI. TYPING. IBM Selectric Ill.

dl\ft\

127

Horvord

SE

·~ s
I 2 Slices ofCity
Cheese Pizza

or Central

Term papers, Letters
Reports, Word Processing

'rill 10·1·83
S2;5o on hour
WOP.DOMAT

121 Yale SE
242-0168 9·5
Dy Appofnrmeni after 5
coll266-t 235

LEARNING

BLOCK?

YOU PROBABLY
DON'T HAVE ONE!
Chances are,

your rusty skills
mean a
MEMORY BLOCK,
nola learning block.
Let us help
"Bring It all back."

ClASSES FORMING NOW AT

~-H lfiiPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test PreJ)aration Specialists
Slnce1938
~& tnlorml!lron. P/e11se Call:

265·2524
Ask about our
Speed Reading
Program

WOJ(K-STUilY STUDENTS needed. Research Aide
II and Office Assistant II. Contact Jeanette at 2773622,
9/26
FULL AND PART·TIME jobs available now! Call
Keith at 255-1985, Job Advisor. Small fee.
9123
WANTEil: ARCHITt:<.'TURAL DRAnSPERSON
part-time. Self-motivated, e~perienced In con·
struction documents. Call266-2705 after 5 p.m. !i/22
WORK·STUilY POSITION, NMEAF has openings
for office assistants. Call 843-7010 for interview
appohltment.
9/26
CASHIERS NEEOED IMMEDIATELY for all
shifts. Various other openings available also. 255·
1985, Job Advisor. Small fee.
9/23
MICROCOMPUTER SOI'TWARE SAJ.ES, Full or
part·time. CP/M and microcomputer experience
required. Call the Softwaire Centre nt 292-7848. 9/23
INTERNATIONAL TOUR/TRAVEL company
seeks on-campus representative. Only sophomores
and second-semester freshmen need apply. Above
avcrnge income and International leisure travel
guarameed. For information, call collect. Mary at
Scholastic Travel Corp. 214· 739-3270.
9121
PIANO PJ.A YERS, CAN you play, sing comp7 We
need pnrt·time evening plano players with talent and
pmonnlity for restaurant/bar show tune. Popular
easy rock. Call Mark 268-9998.
9/21
EXPERIENCED WAIT PERSON needed. Goal Post
Cafe, 3004 CentrniSE.
9122
JANITORS, GUARDS, COUNTER help,
restaurant, office, construction jobs available today,
Keith262·1972, Advisor. Small fee.
9/23
STUDt:NT JOBS, JOBS, jobs! All shifts available.
Callnow255-1985,JobAdvisor.Smallfee,
9123
.,..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
'

'

SRSOOE YAMAIIA. ACCF.SSORIES, performance
!i/20
and spare parts. SIOOO. 268·0753, 266-7538.
Located In the

I
1
1

New Mexico Union Bul}dtng,
Lower Level

I

1
t& A Large Soft Drink 1.90 I
L--~="~T=~~-----.J

USEA
COMPUTEP.
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For Sale
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19110 SACHS r.lOPED. Good condition $225,
McCulloch 650 chain saw 20" bar $175. 292-35!8.
Keep trying.
9/26
1968 RAMBJ.ER STATION wagon. Runs, $350. Call
877-2m.
9126
TRS-110 MODEL 1, 48K, two disk drives, Software
(word processing, DUM, others). Excellent condition.
$1000.266-0670.
9/23
CAFE RACER 1982 Moto Guzzi Monza 50. 500 cc,
4000 miles, not even broken in yet. $2SOO or best
offer. Call Mark. at 2~8-1475.
9123
STUDENTS OF .MUSIC and Life: Many State Fair
specials, inclllding Martin 140 acoustic strings $3,65.
The New Wild West Music 243-2229.
9123
TRUMPET W/STAND, LIKE new, C!lll266·173!.
9/21
MOPED$200,296-0115,
9/21
WOIID PROCESSOR, IB.M. Uses noppy disc. Free
discs. Priced to sell $2300. Cali 881.0313.
9/23
DANCEWEAR SET $10.50, i11cludes leg warmers,
anklets, headband. SkateCity255-4336.
9/20
12-SPEED .MIYATA 710 23" sport-tour !like.
Double butted chro·mo frame, Cinelli seat. 18 mm
clinchers. Unused, Cost $400, selt$300. 255-7696.
9120
UTIUTY TRAIU:R, CONVERTEI> Datsun pickup
bed, i;xcellent wood/trash hauler. $150 qr best offer.
268-1640.
9/21
1979 MG MIDGET. Superb condition, $4300. Call
242-5917.
9119
RADIO SHACK MODEl. I Level 11. 48K, cassette,
lots of software. Plus Ceptronics 779 priPter, Both
mint condition. $1000. Call277·S620, 292-5930. 9121
COMPUTE" STUDENTS: TJREil of fighting the
crowds at the Computer Center? Get your terminals,
modems ~nd micros at a discount. Call Thomas
9/22
Langford Information Systems at 842-9438,

MONDAY·THURSDAY 8:30am-9:30pm
FIIIDAY 8:30am-10:30pm SATURDAY 11:00.m-10:30pm
PHONE 217-4506

The Advisory Board
of
Conceptions Southwest
is now accepting

Applications for
1983-84 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Art/Literary Publication)
All applicants must be registered UNM students and should hove
some background in fine art, literature or performing arts. The
position of Editor requires commitment and interest in all or~as of
art. Hours ore flexible, but overage between 10 to 30 hours per
week. This position is non-paying and carries no academic credit,
but a great deal of practical experience con be gained.
Applications may be picked up In Marron Hall, Room i3i ond
when returned must be accompanied by a resume and a tirlef
sample of creative or pertinent work.

For more information,
call 277-5656
Deadline to retorn applications is
12 noonr Mon. Sept. 26, 1983

STUDENTS WANTEil TO work catering events on
and off campus. Nights, weekends and weekdays. All
work is pan-time. Apply at Food Service office,
9n6
Student Union Bldg. Experience preferred,
WANTED: YOUNG, HEALTIIY open-minded
persons imerested in part-time night work in· new hi·
tech night club and restaurant, Waiter, coclttail
waiter, bartender. Call Mark 268-9998 between 12-4
Monday thru Friday or after 7 p.m.
9/21
PART,TJME JOB afternoons and evenings, M11st be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store !It 5SI6 Men au! NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
10/14

Travel
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

Miscellaneous
THREE BEAUTIFUl. KITTENS need 1100d homes,
Black and white females, eight weeks old,
housetrained and very affectionate. Call266-7285 or
see them at207 Stanford SE.
9/20
ANTIQUE CLOTHES. COLLECfiON: Once-a-year
sale, Reasonably priced, 1880s·l950s, whites, velvets,
never-worn 1940s. Thurs .. Friday 1-6 p.rn. Cash only.
419DallasNE.
9/23
ANYBO()Y WITNESSING A hit-and-run involving
a red "64" VW on Monday (9-12), please call 8845058.
9/21
FREE KITTENS. EVENINGS 256-9507,
9/23
WIN A TRIP anywhere in Unit.ed States. Register at
Goal Post Cafe, 3004 Central SE.
9/22
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS. Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Lost&Found
HELPI LOST SEPT. Jl, North Campus, Small
shepard-like muiJ witlt black mu12le, ear tips.
Answets to "TiVJ~," Call Chris 266-4269, Uox 218
UMSB,
9120
LOST SOME 1\EYS? Check us out, We have five
sets.l3l Marron Hall. 8a.m.-5 p.m.
9/19
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Chmese Cultu.e C e n f )

.

!(;TWO WHEEL DRIVE
1/:,.li

Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

(I NHIAL

S~

ALUf) r./M
871<l6

Bicycles

•

Parts & Accessories
PRO Service
Guarantees Your
satisfaction
PRO REPAIRS FOR
MOPEDS & SCOOTERS

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Next To Lobo Theater
Cali26S-7023

243·8443

.

-

.Y.l bll< west University on central

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Yes, yes: Sp,
5 Rushed
9Teams
14 A of AEF
151nstead
16 Lifter
17 Aquarium
18 Nary
19 Send money
20 Turkish title
21 Quebec
once:
2words
23 Tennis stars
25 Anthropoids
26 Boasts
27 Rodent
29 Rascal
32 Paint
35- nostrum
36Turn down
37Rara38 From A to Z
39 Pony up
40 Replete
41 Mob action
42- de-lys
43 Dutch town
44 Noted
Quaker
45 In addition
46 Parent

.:!)

48 Lodger
52 Heavenly
model
56 Oslo coin
57 Biographies
58 Tall< wildly
59 Plane part
60 Handy
611mpel
62 Greek letter
63 Wrongs
64 Reward
6511ium

DOWN
1 Wicked one
21con
3 French legislature
4 Bother
5Dons
6 Farm tools
7 Thrall
BCaribou
9Abrade
10 Zeus' daughter
11 Plum
12 Geraint's
mate
13 Bristle
21 Regan•s dad
22 Insertion

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

mark
24 Them there
27 --- - rye
28 In - - :
Routinized
30 Alaskan isle
31 Performer
32 Caution
33 "Art of Love"
author
34 Beach guard
35 Chief
36 Bravery
38 Welcome

42 Soap product
44 Wage
advances
45 Gave tips
47 Pointless
48 Carousal
49 Sorrow
50 Muse
51 Refund
52 Town map
53 Italian island
54 Plant genus
55 Scarce
59 Seemly

